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Ego    =

IMAC judges are one of the important courses in IMAC’s structure. Therefore they 
have the responsibility in being the connecting link between the IMAC Club and the 
pilots. 

 

By inheriting a constant and coherent process of judging in every aspect, it will allow 
the pilots to have a strong base ground, to understand and fly in a proper way. 

 

This will be feasible only by keeping an open mind and understanding the common 
sense structuring the IMAC Criteria.

KNOWLEDGE 

1 The more knowledge we have the less ego we 
need…



Bi-directional 

The responsibility works in two ways, between the judges and the pilots because 
of several obvious reasons. 

1.  IMAC judging method is structured on pilots judging base i.e. pilots should judge in 
the different contest. 

2.  Pilots need to know the right and proper way to fly IMAC 

3.  Pilots need to know how to exploit their knowledge in order to make flying and 
training more productive in the flying field and out a contest. 

4.  Dynamic judging 



Productive  =  Education

Efficient 
(Knowledge)

Effective  
(pilots &  

Contests) 

PRODUCTIVE 

• Contests with less disappointment from judging 
= knowledge 

EFFICIANT

• More pilots = more contests worldwide

EFFECTIVE

• Max joy w / Min disappointment = more passion 
= more pilots = more contest worldwide

PRODUCTIVE



Dynamic Judging 

PILOTS

JUGDES KNOWLEDGE

CONTESTS

We judge by watching and  
anticipating the flight path, while 
the plane is flying  
 

JUDGE IN A LINIER WAY

NOT RETROSPECTIVE



IMAC CRITERIA QUICK REFERENCES 



FIXED CLASS 
REFERENCE 



Mindset samples CENTERING

RADII

LINES
•  Adding a line -2 (except for loops 1-) 
•  Missing a line -1 
•  Opposite elements brief pause, if you 

see an obvious line -2 
•    

Judging -0.5 for every 50

FIG 14 •  Minor deviation           -1 
•  Twice the size              -2 
•  Trippel the size             -3 
•  Missing a segment      -4 
•  Missing two segments -2

•  Element in a loop flown on line  -2 
          If its not a line, it’s a radii 
•  Corner radii                                >-1 
•  Change in radii                            -1 
•  Not matched loops                     -1

•  WING LEVEL in any axes 
•  WIND CORRECTION 
•  Alt change... rolling turns 
•  Pendulum 
•  Torque 
•  Wind correct Stall Turn entry 
•  Spin entry…confusion, late 

stall… 

Judging -0.5 for every 50

•  1 what do you think should be 
here?? 

•  2? 
•  3? 
•  4?



CHANGING HABITS vs REACHING GOALS

CHANGING HABITS

•  It’s a Process, like running a 
marathon 

•  Development of habits 

•  Help achieving habits >>> the 
goals as a by-product 

REACHEING GOALS
•  obsession with the outcome

Don’t strive to achieve, strive to improve


